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the plot is simply this: acrobat kwai lung (hu xiao-yan) has a
run-in with the head of the deadly axe gang, big po, and is

nearly killed in the aftermath. unwilling to be the victim of a
crime, kwai goes underground, training to become a martial
arts master. when big po assigns him the task of killing an
ambitious up-and-comer, ting, kwai takes on his orders to

master the perfect kung fu kick, the dragon punch, that will
kill the man. then he kills ting instead. its a sweet and
simple revenge tale, and one with an incredible cast of

colorful supporting characters. this is a hong kong movie
with nothing but heart, and one that can be as fun to watch

as it is to listen to. b.s. another one of jackie chans
childhood idols, hung chung-lit also went on to become a

legendary martial artist. with a resume that includes
drunken masters beggar so and wong fei-hans the heroic

ones (as well as a brief supporting role in the sword of
doom), hung finds a home in the world of hong kong martial
arts cinema, often playing intense characters who are more
often than not beasts in human form. its the kung fu panda
of the shaw brothers, an out-and-out action movie that will

never make a great deal of sense, but that will certainly
entertain audiences who can accept that. the plot is a
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nearly direct rip-off of crouching tiger, hidden dragon, a fact
which hardly seems surprising considering that hung was a

producer on that film. but it works, and in the hands of a
skilled director like hung, it even works really well. the

fights are particularly good, with some of the best scenes in
the movies lengthy and heartfelt for a movie where the

main character isnt even at the forefront. d.s.
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kung fu vampire isnt a deep, intellectual meditation on the
concept of blood and the power it holds. its just a series of
broad, silly and over-the-top action set-pieces with a series
of fantastic fight scenes. its clearly a vehicle for hung and
chow, who are both, of course, fine martial artists. hung

plays a chinatown gangster who wants to be a vampire, and
takes his lessons from a master vampire named lee hoi san.
hung is a smart-ass who is prone to comically over-reacting
to almost any situation, and is often given to quick-witted
quips. the rest of the cast are a collection of kung fu stock
characters who come from hungs vast career, which often

involved playing against himself. the film is also notable for
being the first chow/hung team-up that didn t feature hungs
character going up against another actor. a shame, because
hung is perfectly cast here as a formidable foe who simply
cant be beaten in a fair fight. when its time for the street

fight, the actor lets loose in one of his most brutal and
brutalizing performances. its both ridiculous and hilarious,
and its hard not to love. j.v. mr. vampire is a decent horror-
comedy from the late 80s. sammo hung stars as a kung fu
master who has been turned into a vampire and must fight
his way through a group of vampire hunters in order to find
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a cure. hung once again appears to be playing a version of
himself, though this time the role is much more heroic than
the previous film. his character is a somewhat surly, surly
fellow, whose actual humor is very, very subtle. hung acts

his character out as the typical ancient vampire, with a
physicality that makes him one of the most iconic figures in

the genre. 5ec8ef588b
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